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Pumpkin season is going
to be BIG this year!

The whirling stilt dancers

Lost school jumper
returned after 20 years

england
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Injured sheep gets
a new lease of life!

England

Pride of Britain Awards

Rosy the sheep was found
injured and taken to an animal
shelter. She had broken her leg

and lost an eye in a farming
accident. The shelter fit her

with a new wheelchair and she
is loving being back on her

hooves!

England

The Pride of Britain Awards celebrate
amazing achievements from people of all
ages who help to make the world a better
place. This year’s winners were announced

at a ceremony in London on 8th October.
They included Jack Rigby, 11, who has raised

over £50,000 for military charities and
Ravi Adelekan (pictued), 8, who has raised
over £82,000 for brain tumour research. 
The awards show that you are never too

young to make a difference!

Crowds gathered in Anguiano, Spain, last
week to watch people on stilts perform a
historic dance. The dancers stood tall on

50cm high stilts as they twirled and
whirled through narrow cobbled streets
and down steep steps, wearing special

skirts that help them balance. The wearing
of stilts dates back to a time when people

in the town wore them to escape the
damp, tall grasslands.

When Tommy Crank was 7, he tied his school
jumper to a football to see how far he could

throw it - unfortunately it landed on the
school roof! Now, 20 years later, the jumper
has been returned to him. In a post on social

media, Huxley CofE Primary School in Cheshire,
wrote: "Would Tommy Crank - aged 27 like to

collect his jumper from the school?" The
school recently had the roof fixed, where the
jumper was finally discovered - with his name

tag still in the collar!

If you are planning on going pumpkin
picking or doing a bit of pumpkin carving

this month, then chances are your
pumpkin will be much bigger than usual!

Farmers say that we are set for a
supersize pumpkin season due to the

increased amount of rain we had over
the summer. This extra rainfall provided

the perfect conditions for growing
pumpkins! Huge pumpkins for Halloween?

Sounds fang-tastic!
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